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If you look between the lines, the jews are not only attacking alternative media
really hard, they tried to also censor youtube completely, and at the same time by
a major (((coincidence))), they are trying to drag the USA into WW3. Through a
false flag attack, that everyone knows was false. Who knows what else is
undergoing below the scenes right now? It's probably a lot of things that cannot
be directly observed.

Then, we have Facebook, and other "Media" outlets, in Germany, and they will
fine them up to 500,000 euros on posts considered "Bigoted" and "Hateful".
Possible jail time too? Go figure. Just look at how afraid they are basically, jews
are ripping other jews off, which is typical of their race.

Some people are blaming Trump. However, Trump is surrounded, informed, and
attempted to be cornered by the Cohens. I don't think Trump is responsible, but
neither 'innocent'. He knows what's up with jews, so if he plays along, that's that.
They don't give him a break, and he is surrounded by jews.

He is rather pushed into this whole deal, to look stupid, irresponsible, and to ruin
his reputation forever. The jews want to trip over completely to give a message to
the goyim, that if they even ATTEMPT to have more "NATIONALIST"
government, they are going to fail. The jews ridicule Trump in fear of a larger
phenomenon… It's not even about Trump directly.

Let's not forget Brexit is already happening as we speak. If the jews lose hard
now, this will be cumulative. Now they only have to control Europe through this
drugged, asshole, reptilian fool "Jean Claude Junker". If it breaks, they will have
28 separate countries to control, they are regressing a century back in their work.

Jews are lashing out very hard, harder than they have done in decades.

And imagine, we are STILL in their system. The system of rigged elections,
financial control, and many other jewish controlled things...

Their media have dropped the mask very openly about everything lately. The
effects of their crap have been cumulative. People will soon be shouting against
the jews in the street. Most people now, are at least REMOTELY aware of the
jewish issue and they know this is dangerous.

The jews are enraged over the fact they are losing power on a steady degree,
and they will lash out and attack people at all sides. This is a great opportunity to,
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after all, expose them further. It just shows openly about their common interests
and how they push it from all frontiers at the same time.

All these things were pulled in these few days. Now, does anyone still wonder
why this is happening?

The attack on Youtube is largely financial. They want to destroy people who
make a few dollars by speaking non leftist, and/or indirectly against the jewish
agenda.

This is because the jews are exposed to the world now.

Every day they lose, they go deeper into the pit of their own "sins" and
"transgressions", but above all, blatant crimes. They have lived by the fear of
being discovered for hundreds of years, and this is manifesting.

And what do the jews do?

They still force this down people's throats, to materialize their jewish 1984.
Where free thought will be the largest possible crime, just another "holocaust".

The energies are amped up, and we can observe that things are getting warlike
and serious. The jews started WW2 solely because Hitler was exposing them,
and because they climaxed this by attacking him. Little do people know that the
boycotts, removal of the jews, and many other things, were REACTIONS to
jewish attacks against Germany. They were NOT first attacks. They were
DEFENSE.

Then Hitler started becoming extremely more vocal about the jewish issue, since
they simply wanted to destroy Germany just for exploding them out like a
parasite. The jews are a very hateful parasite, and they want to KILL the hosts
that don't accept them.

This is their divine right in the Torah to lord over the "Goyim" of the world, and in
their mentality, to not succumb to them and be their slave and accept your death
and exploitation, is to be treated with the penalty of your DEATH. This is not a
joke. IT might have been funny if they were just a bunch of lunatics, but they are
people who are still, unfortunately, leading majorly on the planet right now.
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